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Fig. 1. The physically-simulated biped changes its body size and proportions while moving. We trained parametric controllers that can cope with significant
variation in height, weight, and body proportions.

Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has attracted great attention
in designing controllers for physics-based characters. Despite the recent
success of DRL, the learned controller is viable for a single character. Changes
in body size and proportions require learning controllers from scratch. In
this paper, we present a new method of learning parametric controllers for
body shape variation. A single parametric controller enables us to simulate
and control various characters having different heights, weights, and body
proportions. The users are allowed to create new characters through body
shape parameters, and they can control the characters immediately. Our
characters can also change their body shapes on the fly during simulation.
The key to the success of our approach includes the adaptive sampling of
body shapes that tackles the challenges in learning parametric controllers,
which relies on themarginal value function thatmeasures control capabilities
of body shapes.We demonstrate parametric controllers for various physically
simulated characters such as bipeds, quadrupeds, and underwater animals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Physics-based character animation has been an important research
topic in computer graphics. The principle idea is to enforce physics
constraints (e.g. Newton’s laws of motion) when generating the
motion of characters. The physically simulated characters are able
to react to environmental changes or the users’ commands in a
physically plausible manner. However, the constraints also pose
new challenges in designing physics-based controllers. For exam-
ple, many characters, such as bipeds, quadrupeds, and flying crea-
tures, are under-actuated, which means that the number of movable
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) is larger than the number of controllable
DOFs. Consequently, the users are not able to control the characters
fully (e.g., fall-down).

Recently, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has attracted great
attention in designing controllers for physics-based characters be-
cause of several benefits. The first benefit is the simplicity in the
design process. We only need a scalar-valued function (a.k.a re-
ward function) to learn controllers. Secondly, controllers in DRL
are represented by deep neural networks, where we can use high-
dimensional inputs/outputs and it is also computationally efficient
in run-time. Lastly, DRL is capable of handling a wide variety of
motor skills ranging from low-energy motions such as walking to
highly dynamic and contact-rich motions such as Parkour, sports
activities, and aerobatics [Liu and Hodgins 2018; Peng et al. 2018a;
Won et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2018].
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Despite the recent success of DRL in physics-based simulation
and control, the learned controller is viable for a single character.
Changes in body size and proportions entail learning controllers
from scratch because even a moderate change in body shape could
require a substantially different strategy in motor control. To cope
with changes in body shape, the controller should be explicitly
parameterized with shape features (e.g., leg length and arm length).
In this paper, we present a new DRL-based algorithm that learns
a physics-based controller equipped with body shape parameters.
The parametric controller can deal with a wide variety of body
shapes including fat, skinny, tall, short, wide, narrow, asymmetric,
and any combination of these. Given a new character created by the
body shape parameters, the character can be controlled immediately
without any re-training process. Our characters can also change
their shapes on the fly during simulation.

Learning a parametric controller is challenging because of biased
training data generation in DRL, which we call the law of the jungle
problem. Among a parameterized family of body shapes, there are
elite body shapes better suited for the given task, whereas poor
body shapes that require more time for learning also exist. DRL
equipped with early stopping tends to generate more data for suc-
cessful states with higher probabilities. This unbalanced training
data allows elite body shapes to have more chances of improving
their motor skills, while poor body shapes suffer from starvation. To
tackle the challenge, we present an adaptive method for generating
balanced training data. The key idea is to measure the imbalance of
control capabilities among body shapes by the marginal state-value
function on body shape parameters and adapt the number of train-
ing data of each body shape according to the degree of imbalance.
We also introduce a reward normalization method that standardizes
reward values for different body shapes. We will demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method with bipeds and quadrupeds walking on
the ground and fishes and manta rays swimming under the water.
Furthermore, we will show that our adaptive method is also appli-
cable to general parameterized control problems as well as body
shapes.

2 RELATED WORK
Physics-based character animation has been an important research
topic in computer graphics due to its physical realism and natural
responsiveness to environment changes. Human-like biped char-
acters have been at the center of the interests [de Lasa et al. 2010;
Ha and Liu 2014; Lee et al. 2018b, 2010, 2014; Liu and Hodgins
2018; Liu et al. 2016; Peng et al. 2018a; Sok et al. 2007; Wang et al.
2012; Yin et al. 2007; Yu et al. 2018], and there have been studies on
other morphologies and environments such as quadrupeds [Coros
et al. 2011; Peng et al. 2016], swimming fishes [Grzeszczuk et al.
1998; Tan et al. 2011a], flying birds [Won et al. 2017, 2018; Wu and
Popović 2003], arthropods [Fang et al. 2013], and even imaginary
deformable creatures [Coros et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013; Hildebrandt
et al. 2012; Pan and Manocha 2018; Tan et al. 2012]. Recently, deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) has gained great attention in design-
ing controllers for physics-based characters due to its powerful
capability in continuous control [Clegg et al. 2018; Liu and Hodgins
2017, 2018; Peng et al. 2018a, 2017; Won et al. 2017, 2018; Yu et al.

2018]. We explore a new approach to learn parametric variation of
physics-based characters based on DRL.

Although we handle physics-based characters, it is conceptually
similar to the motion re-targeting problem of kinematic charac-
ters. The motion re-targeting solves the problem of how we can
transfer motions generated for the specific character into charac-
ters having different body shapes. Due to the importance of the
problem in kinematic character animation, many studies have been
proposed [Gleicher 1998; Hecker et al. 2008; Ho et al. 2010; Hodgins
and Pollard 1997; Jin et al. 2018; Lee and Shin 1999; Sok et al. 2007;
Villegas et al. 2018]. Among many studies, we would like to mention
a study by Hecker et al. [2008], which has a similar concept and
demonstrations we aim for. They proposed a method that applies
to highly variable characters. The method was adopted to the com-
mercial game Spore, where users arbitrarily design their characters,
and pre-defined motions are transferred automatically into the new
characters in real-time. Our goal is to develop a similar system for
physics-based characters where users design their own characters
with the modeling interface and they can simulate and control the
characters immediately.

Several methods that apply to various characters by using a single
framework have been proposed in computer graphics. The robust-
ness of biped controllers has been demonstrated through several
body variations [Coros et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2010]. Geijtenbeek et
al. [2013] presented a method that optimizes not only the structure
of actuators but also its control policy for diverse two-legged mus-
culoskeletal characters by using CMA-ES optimization. There are
also deep reinforcement learning approaches for characters having
different morphologies, where the characters are interactively con-
trollable [Peng et al. 2018a, 2016; Won et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2018]. In
machine learning literatures, they usually do not assume any specific
environment (e.g., morphology, dynamics). Recently, some general
methods have been presented, which are applicable to physics-based
character control researches. Mordatch et al. [2014] proposed a
method that combines neural network policy and trajectory opti-
mization, where legged and flying characters were controlled by the
same approach. Schulman et al. [2015; 2017] demonstrated policy
gradient algorithms to solve general RL problems, where state-of-
the-art results in OpenAIGym and Roboschool environments were
presented. The main difference of our method to the approaches
mentioned above is that we do not need any extra parameter tuning,
re-training, or re-optimization to handle different character vari-
ations. We learn a single controller for a given set of characters
having different body shapes. Users can control any character in
the set without any extra effort. Our method even allows changing
body shapes on the fly during the simulation, which has never been
seen before in computer graphics and other related research areas.

There exist studies focusing on the impact of the initial state distri-
bution in reinforcement learning. As the name implies, it determines
the initial state of the agent (learner) and the learned policy works
within the distribution. The generality of the controller is affected by
the initial state distribution as a result. Kumar et al. [2017] proposed
a motor skill expansion method, where a complex task is divided
into several RL policies and the control capability of each policy is
expanded by changing its initial state distribution in the direction
of reducing its value function. Clegg et al. [2018] also used a similar
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divide-and-conquer strategy to solve a human dressing task, where
a policy sequencing algorithm matches the output and the input
state distributions among adjacent tasks. Peng et al. [2018b] pro-
posed a learning method for the initial state distribution to reduce
the physically unrealizable initialization caused by imperfect pose
estimation of input videos. In our study, we also utilize the initial
state distribution, where we present a novel method to adjust the
distribution adaptively according to current control capabilities of
parameterized body shapes.

The goal of multi-task reinforcement learning is to learn a policy
that is suitable for multiple tasks rather a fixed single task. Because
our body shape parameters are included in the state of our char-
acter, our problem can also be interpreted as one of the multi-task
reinforcement learning problems. Silva et al. [2012] estimated and
used the lower-dimensional piecewise-smooth manifold on which
the control policies lies, which enables them to be interpolated for
new task parameters. Schaul et al. [2015] proposed universal value
function approximators that generalize not just over states but also
over tasks by learning separate embedding vectors for state and
task. Similarly, we learn a low-dimensional value function that is
directly related to task parameters, and it is used for solving the
problem more efficiently. In this point of view, our method could be
regarded as an efficient and general algorithm to solve the multi-task
reinforcement learning problem.

3 ENVIRONMENT
In our study, users first create a set of characters that have differ-
ent body shapes. As an example of bipeds, the simplest case would
be learning a controller for two human-like characters that have
different heights; one is tall, and the other is short. The only re-
quirement in our system is that the characters should have the same
joint structure because we use deep neural networks for controllers,
whose input dimension does not change. Within the same joint
structure, users can create any number of characters with different
body shapes. Hereafter, for simplicity we assume that our characters
are bipeds. However, it should be noted that our method could also
be applied to characters having different morphologies, which will
be shown in the experimental result. (5.3).

3.1 Character Generation
In our study, we automatically generate a new characterB = F (B̄, b),
where B̄ is a base character, b is a set of body shape parameters, and
F is an operator that transforms the base character into the new
character through given body shape parameters. For example, the
parameters include the length of legs, length of arms, width of the
torso, and volume of the head. F is a combination of scaling body
parts and adjusting relevant joint positions accordingly. After we
generate a new character by applying the transformation operator
F , we should carefully adjust its physical configuration to simulate
the character by considering surrounding environments (e.g., the
ground plane). Let us assume that the base character stands on the
ground that their feet are touching and we fasten the root joint
position while we generate a new character. The elongated legs
would penetrate the ground whereas the shortened legs would float
in the air. If we simulate with those characters, the simulation could

fail immediately in many cases due to the ill-conditioned physical
configuration (e.g., failure of collision solvers, divergence of simula-
tion, etc.). We compute a new initial configuration (posture) q∗ of
our new character by solving an optimization problem such that all
feet make contact with the ground correctly.

q∗ = argmin
q

∑
i ∈F

∑
j ∈Fi

∥cij (q) − c̄ij ∥
2 +wq ∥q − q0∥ (1)

where q is a posture of the new character, F is a set of feet, Fi is a set
of contact points of i-th foot, cij (q) is j-th contact point in i-th foot. In
our study, we use box-shaped foot, contact points are 4 lower vertices
of the box. c̄ij is an original contact point of the base character. The
second term is a regularization term that prevents a large deviation
from the original posture q0 and wq is its weight value. To solve
the optimization, we utilize the SLSQP (Sequential Least SQuares
Programming) where the gradient is computed analytically by the
Jacobian of forward-kinematic chain of the character. When we
solve the optimization, we exclude DOFs of the root joint except
for vertical translation to prevent the optimization from searching
unnecessary solution space.
We use a target posture q̄ to control our characters, where joint

torques τ are automatically computed by the proportional-derivative
(PD) controller.

τ = −Kp (q − q̄) − Kd Ûq (2)

where q is the velocity, Kp and Kd are diagonal matrices whose
values are the proportional and derivative gains, respectively. In
principle, the gains should be tuned manually for each character. To
avoid it, we use the stable PD controller [Tan et al. 2011b]. The basic
idea of the stable PD controller is to take the implicit formulation for
the PD control, which enables us to simulate and control different
characters in a robust manner with the fixed gains. In our study, we
tuned the gains only for the base character, and the gains remain
the same for all the other characters.

τ = −Kp (q + h Ûq − q̄) − Kd (Ûq + hÜq)

Üq = (M + Kdh)
−1(−C − Kp (q + h Ûq − q̄) − Kd Ûq + τext )

(3)

where h is the simulation time-step, Üq is the acceleration, M is the
mass matrix, C is the centrifugal forces, and τext is the external
forces except for the joint torques. We encourage readers to refer
the original paper for the detail.

3.2 Reinforcement Learning
In reinforcement learning (RL), there are an agent and an environ-
ment, they are represented as a state s. If the agent takes an action
ai given a state si , then the state of the agent and the environment
change into si+1, which is determined by a transition probability
P(si , ai , si+1) and RL assumes the Markov property of the proba-
bility. The agent receives a scalar value ri = R(si , ai , si+1) called
a reward that measures whether the transition was good or bad,
where R is a reward function. The initial state s0 is sampled from
the initial state distribution ρ0, and the agent iterates transitions
until it satisfies one of terminal conditions (e.g. finite time horizon,
achievement/failure of a given task). The cumulative reward the
agent collects is called a returnG(s0) = r0 +γr1 +γ 2r2 +γ 3r3 + · · ·
where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor which makes the return be
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finite. The goal of RL is to find a policy π : s→ a that maximizes
the expectation of the return Es0∼ρ0 [G(s0)].
In our study, the state s = (sb , sd , ss ) is composed of the body

shape state, the dynamic state, and the additional sensory state. The
body shape state represents the shape of character, wherewe directly
plug the shape parameters b used in the character generation. The
dynamic state of the simulated character sd = (q, Ûq, e1, · · · , eK )
includes the current posture q (joint angles) and their velocities
Ûq. Please note that we excluded the global orientation and planar
translation of the root joint. (e1, · · · , eK ) is a set of end-effector
positions represented in the coordinate of the root joint, where K is
the number of end-effectors. Finally, the additional sensory state ss
is provided. If there exists a reference motion to follow, we include
the current and future postures of the motion. In our experiment, we
use three postures after 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 seconds from the present. If we
want to construct locomotion controllers, then we include a target
velocity v̄ and the center of mass (COM) velocity vcom represented
in the root joint coordinate system. The action a in our study is a
deviation of posture ∆q. The sum of the current reference posture
qref and our action ∆q is provided as a target posture q̄ to our PD
controller.

After the state and the action are determined, the reward function
is the only place where users can manipulate to achieve a successful
policy. We use a generic reward function similar to other previous
studies [Duan et al. 2016; Peng et al. 2018a; Schulman et al. 2017;
Won et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2018]. Our reward function involves three
categorical terms.

R = Rimit + Rtask + Rreд (4)

The first term Rimit is an imitation reward to follow reference
motions.

Rimit = w1 exp
(
−
∥q ⊖ q̄∥2D

σ1

)
+w2 exp

(
−
∥ Ûq − Û̄q∥2D

σ2

)
+w3

∑
i
exp

(
−
∥ei − ēi ∥2D

σ3

) (5)

where q, Ûq, and ei are the posture, the velocity, and the i-th end-
effector position of the simulated character, respectively, q̄, Û̄q, and ēi
are same values given from the reference motion. ⊖ is an operator
computing the posture difference, where the difference of the ball
joint is measured in SO(3) and other joints (revolute, universal,
and translational joints) are measured in Euclidean space. ∥x∥2D =
∥x∥2/Dim(x) is the L2-norm of x divided by its dimension, which
makes us tune relative weights wi and sensitivities σi easily. The
second term Rtask drives our character to achieve the given task.
For locomotion controllers, we give a reward depending on the
difference between the average COM velocity of the character and
the target velocity.

Rtask = w4 exp
(
−
∥vcom − v̄∥2D

σ4

)
+w5 exp

(
−
∥d − d̄∥2D

σ5

)
(6)

where vcom and v̄ are the average COM velocity of the simulated
character (2s in our implementation) and the target velocity pro-
vided by users, d and d̄ are the facing direction of the character
and the direction of the target velocity. The third term Rr eд is a

regularization term.

Rreд = w6 exp
(
−

∑
∥τi ∥

2
D

σ6

)
(7)

where
∑
∥τi ∥

2
D is a sum of joint torques applied to the character,

which encourages our character to be energy-efficient. To solve
our RL problem, we use proximal policy optimization (PPO) [Schul-
man et al. 2017], which is one of policy gradient algorithms for
continuous control. PPO algorithm showed cutting edge results in
many challenging environments, and its formulation is also easy
to implement. The basic idea of PPO is to prevent a large deviation
when updating its policy. It uses a clipped surrogate objective to
limit the deviation, and the multi-step return by TD(λ), and the
generalized advantage estimator GAE(λ). We encourage readers to
refer the original paper for the detail.

4 LEARNING
When a new episode starts in DRL, we randomly generate a set
of body shape parameters b by which a new character is created.
We simulate the character until it satisfies one of the termination
conditions. The most popular conditions are finite time-horizon
and simulation failure, which involve the termination of the simula-
tion immediately if a predefined time elapses or if the simulation
starts to diverge because of numerical instability. Early termination,
checking whether the simulated characters enter unrecoverable
states, is another popular condition. The condition significantly
increases sample efficiency in the early phase of learning because it
prevents us from collecting training data (transition tuple) sampled
in unrecoverable states. Accordingly, early termination has been
regarded as a crucial part in learning controllers of physics-based
characters [Peng et al. 2018a,b; Won et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2018].

4.1 Difficulties in Learning Body Shape Variation
Characters with different body shapes have different dynamics.
Learning body shape variation of physics-based characters means
that a policy (a.k.a. a controller) should be able to adapt its behavior
to different dynamics. We hope that our policy has a similar level
of control capability for all variations. However, we found that the
early termination poses a new challenge when learning a controller
for body shape variation, we call the law of the jungle. There are elite
body shapes suitable (easy-to-learn) for a given task, whereas poor
body shapes that require more time in learning also exist. We will
explain the problem intuitively by using two different body shapes at
3×2 and 4×4 in Figure 2(b). The two leg lengths of the first character
(the elite) are the same, whereas the legs of the second character
(the poor) are highly asymmetric. If our task is to walk forward
without falling, given a reference motion of an average person, then
it is natural that the elite could easily and rapidly learn it than the
poor. In the early phase of learning, more training data for the elite
would be collected than for the poor because the poor satisfies early
termination more easily. The amount of training data is proportional
to the chance of increasing its control capability. This unbalanced
training data between the two characters becomes even worse as
the learning process continues; the elite eventually monopolizes
the entire learning, while the poor suffers from starvation. Similar
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phenomena could also occur in more general cases when using body
shape parameters. A few characters that have elite body shapes take
a large number of opportunities, whereas a few characters that
have poor body shapes lose their chances to learn. It should be
noted that the problem could eventually be relaxed if we assume an
infinite amount of time because the goal of reinforcement learning
is to maximize the average return. However, the problem occurs in
practice because one of the easiest ways (local minima) to increase
the average return is training more on promising characters that
have elite body shapes.

4.2 Adaptive Sampling for Body Condition
The state s in our problem includes body shape parameters sb = b,
so the initial state distribution ρ0 determines the body shape of
characters to be simulated in each episode. We propose a novel
method to learn a parametric controller having a similar level of
control capabilities for diverse body shapes by changing the initial
state distribution adaptively. The problem of the law of the jungle
implies that characters with poor body shapes will be deprived of
opportunities by characters with elite body shapes. The key idea of
our method is to protect the poor from the elite by taking away the
opportunity from the elite while giving further opportunities to the
poor. More specifically, each body shape has a different probability
to be selected during the learning, and the probability is inversely
proportional to its control capability relative to others. We apply
the probabilities to the initial state distribution ρ0.

The value function V (s) approximates how much return we will
get if we follow the current policy given a state s, a value from
V (s) is an accurate measure of the control capability of the current
policy on the given state. To measure control capabilities of body
shapes, we utilize the marginal value function V̄ (sb ) where all state
variables are marginalized except for the body shape state.

V̄ (sb ) =
∫
Sd

∫
Ss
V (sb , sd , ss )p(sd , ss )dss dsd (8)

where Sd and Ss are domains of sd and ss , respectively, p is a density
function where we assume uniform density. Intuitively speaking,
Equation 8 is the average return we can collect given a body shape
state sb . We then compute a probability function P(sb ) by the mar-
ginal value function.

P(sb ) = 1 −
V̄ (sb )∫

Sb
V̄ (sb )dsb

(9)

where Sb is a domain of sb . Please note that the probability is in-
versely proportional to the marginal value function, which means
that poor body shapes have higher probabilities than elite body
shapes. In DRL algorithm, we sample an initial state s0 = (s0

b , s
0
d , s

0
s )

before starting a new episode, where s0
b is sampled by P(sb ) and the

other states are sampled as before (see Algorithm 1).
We use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) with multiple start-

ing points, where Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm is our base
algorithm. The algorithm works by generating a sequence of sam-
ples with three major steps, Generation, Evaluation, and Rejection.
In Generation step, a new sample is generated from the proposal
distribution Z (sb ′ |sb ), where sb ′ and sb are the new sample and
the current sample, respectively. In Evaluation step, we compute the

acceptance ratio α = P(sb ′)/P(sb ) which implies how probable the
new sample is than the current sample. In Rejection step, the new
sample is accepted with the probability α , then the current sample
is replaced if accepted. By performing the process iteratively, it is
known that the distribution of current samples in every iteration
s1
b , s

2
b , s

3
b , · · · follows the target probability distribution P(sb ). One

primary advantage of the algorithm is that we do not need P(sb )
explicitly when computing the acceptance ratio if arbitrary function
proportional to P(sb ) is available. We propose a surrogate accep-
tance ratio ᾱ which is inversely proportional to the marginal value
function V̄ (sb ) and has also a parameter that can adjust the degree
of proportion.

ᾱ = P̄(sb
′)/P̄(sb )

P̄(sb ) = exp
(
−k

V̄ (sb ) − µ
µ

) (10)

where µ is the average of V̄ (sb ) learned on the fly during the learning,
k is a uniformity parameter where the larger the value, the more
opportunity we give to the poor. Requirements for this formulation
are that V̄ should be finite and positive. The value function (also the
marginal value function) approximates the cumulative reward of an
episode.We can satisfy the first requirement (finiteness) by choosing
a discount factor γ < 1. For the second requirement (positiveness),
our reward function (Equation 4) is a sum of bell-shaped functions
whose values are always larger than 0, so the cumulative reward of
an episode is also larger than 0. As a result, our approximation V
and V̄ would also become larger than 0 except when the very early
phase of the learning.
Algorithm 1 illustrates how we integrate the adaptive sampling

method into DRL algorithms. Many DRL algorithms have two main
parts. One is to generate training tuples, and the other is to update
the policy/value functions with the tuples. In the first part, we gen-
erate a new character whose body shape is selected from the body
shape buffer S , and we set other states as before (line 7-9). We also
collect the body shape parameters and the corresponding returns to
construct V̄ , µ incrementally (line 15-16). The body shape buffer S
is filled with NMCMC body shapes by performing MCMC (line 3).
Please note that MCMC is only performed every PMCMC learning
iteration, and we used the uniform distribution for the proposal
distribution because our shape parameters have clear boundary
values. In the second part, the control policy and the value function
are updated by the loss function of PPO, and we also update the
marginal value function V̄ and its average µ by the collected tuples,
which will affect sampling body shapes later (line 24-26).

4.3 Reward Normalization
The reward function tuned for the base character could cause prob-
lems in learning different body shapes. Let us assume that we have
two characters (one is tall, and the other is short), and the target
velocity v ′ is the same. The goal could be difficult for the short
character, whereas it could be easy for the tall character due to
the difference in leg length. Long legs mean long moment arms,
which allow the character to move faster more easily when pushing
the ground. To generate target velocities matching the size of each
character, we multiply the target velocity v0 of the base character
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Algorithm 1 DRL Algorithm with Adaptive Initial State Distribu-
tion

π (s|θπ ) : policy function with parameter θπ
V (s|θV ) : value function with parameter θV
V̄ (sb |θV̄ ) : marginal value function with parameter θV̄
µ : average marginal value
B : buffer for transition tuple
D : buffer for V̄ training
S : buffer for body shapes

1: repeat
2: /*Generate body shapes, only performed periodically*/
3: S← Generate body shapes by MCMC with θV̄ and µ
4:
5: /*Generate training tuples*/
6: repeat
7: sb ← Choose a body shape from S
8: sd , ss ← Set by reference motion with noise
9: s← (sb , sd , ss )
10: while true do
11: a← π (s|θπ )
12: s′ ← Running simulation with (s, a)
13: r ← R(s, a, s′)
14: Store (s, a, r , s′) in B
15: v ← V (s|θV )
16: Store (sb ,v) in D
17: if terminal condition is satisfied then break
18: until T tuples are generated
19:
20: /*Update policy and value functions*/
21: for i = 1, · · · ,N do
22: Sample a minibatch of n data {(s, a, r , s′)}n1 from B
23: Update π (s|θπ ),V (s|θV ) by the loss in PPO
24: Sample a minibatch of n data {(sb ,v)}n1 from D

25: θV̄ ← θV̄ − αV̄
( 1
n
∑
j (V̄ (s

j
b |θV̄ ) −v

j )∇θV̄ V̄
)

26: µ ← µ − αµ
( 1
n
∑
j (µ −v

j )
)

27: Clear B and D
28: until no improvement on the policy

by lµ/l0µ , where lµ and l0µ are average leg lengths of a new charac-
ter and the base character, respectively. The energy minimization
term in Equation 7 also depends on the mass, so we scale the sum
of joint torques according to the total mass of the character. Sim-
ilarly, we can modify the reward function such that its value is
minimally affected by body conditions (i.e., it should have similar
values if characters work in a functionally similar manner in their
body conditions). Table 1 summarizes the modified reward function
inspired by the physics parameter transformation from geometric
scaling [Hodgins and Pollard 1997]. The basic idea is to consider the
potential achievability of the reward compared to the base character,
which is measured by the size ratio and symmetry.

Table 1. Reward normalization factors

Variables Meaning

v̄0 target velocity of the base character

li length of i-th leg of a character

lµ =
1
N

∑N
i li average of leg lengths

lσ =
√

1
N

∑N
i (li − lµ )

2 standard deviation of leg lengths

l0µ lµ for the base character

m mass of a character

m0 mass of the base character

Factor Original Modified

Velocity v̄0
lµ
l 0
µ
max(0.5, (1 − lσ

lµ
))v̄0

Direction ∥d − d′∥2D max(0.5, (1 − lσ
lµ
))∥d − d′∥2D

Energy
∑
∥τi ∥

2
D

m0
m

∑
∥τi ∥

2
D

4.4 Generalization
Although we focus on learning body shape variation in our study,
our adaptive sampling method also applies to other types of param-
eterized control variables. We construct the marginal value function
in a similar way that we did for the body shape parameters.

V̄ (sα ) =
∫
Sβ

V (sα , sβ )p(sα , sβ )dsβ (11)

where sα is a state related to paramterization, sβ is a set of other
remaining states, and Sβ is the domain of sβ . For example, if we
learn a controller with varying target velocity v then we set sα as the
target velocity. By the marginal value function V̄ (v), we canmeasure
how difficult the simulated character follows given velocities, and
we can spend more time on learning velocities that are hard to
achieve. If we learn a controller with obstacles parameterized by o,
we can diagnose which obstacles are difficult for our character by
using the marginal value function V̄ (o).

5 RESULTS
We used DART [Lee et al. 2018a] and TensorFlow for the articulated
rigid body dynamics and the deep neural network operation, respec-
tively. We utilized PPO algorithm in OpenAI baselines [Dhariwal
et al. 2017], where we approximate policy/value functions by deep
neural networks with 3 fully-connected layers and 128 units for each
layer (ReLu/linear units for the mid/last layers). All computations
were run only on CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2687W-v4) since the simu-
lation was a computational bottleneck in our framework. Table 2
and Table 3 summarize all parameters for the dynamics simulation
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(a) Leg length vs. Arm length (b) Leg length (left) vs. Leg length (right)

(c) Height vs. Body thickness (d) Upper body thickness vs. Lower body thickness

Fig. 2. Body shape variations.
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Table 2. Simulation and learning parameters

Simulation time step (Hz) 600
Control time step (Hz) 30
Policy learning rate (απ ) 5.0e−5

Value learning rate (αV ) 1.0e−4

Marginal value learning rate (αV̄ ) 1.0e−3

Average marginal Value learning rate (αµ ) 1.0e−3

Discount factor (γ ) 0.95
GAE and TD (λ) 0.95
# of tuples per policy update (T ) 4096
Batch size for policy update (n) 128
Iteration for policy update (N ) 10
Maximum time horizon (sec) 30
Clip parameter (ϵ) 0.2
Number of samples in MCMC (NMCMC ) 1000
MCMC period (PMCMC ) 20

Table 3. Parameters in the reward function

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
Biped (full) 4.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
Biped (lower) 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Quadruped 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Fish 3.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 0.5 0.5
Manta ray 3.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 0.5 0.5

σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6
All 0.02 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.1

and neural network learning, we used the same values for all ex-
periments if there are no other comments. Learning time varies
depending on the physics environments and parameter settings. In
our experiment, we usually spent 2-4 days to get satisfying results
where 50-100M transition tuples were generated. The computational
cost for additional MCMC sampling was approximately 10% of the
total computational cost.

5.1 Various Body Shape Parameterization
The base character in our experiments is about 1.7 m long, and
its weight is approximately 55 kg. It has 19 body segments, and
all joints are 3-DOFs ball joints except for the elbows and knees,
which are 1-DOF revolute joints. We tested our algorithm with four
different body shape parameterizations. Figure 2 shows how the
base character varies according to different parameters. The first
shape parameterization is leg length vs. arm length, where the legs
and arms can become longer up to 2.0 and 1.5 times and shorter up
to 2.0 and 2.0 times, respectively. We used a motion-capture data
of normal human walk as our reference motion. The second shape
parameterization is leg length (left) vs. leg length (right). Both legs
can change their lengths up to 10% independently, and we use the
same reference motion. The third is height vs. body thickness, where
the character’s height can change from 0.75 to 1.5 times, while all
bodies can get thicker from 0.5 to 1.5 times. The reference motion

is a dance move that involves stamping one’s feet in place. The
final one is upper body thickness vs. lower body thickness where each
group of bodies can get thicker from 0.5 to 1.5 times. Cartwheel,
which is a gymnastic skill, is a reference motion for it. All reference
motions come from the public motion-capture database available
on the web.

In each parameterization, many characters, whose dynamic prop-
erties are substantially different for the base character, exist. For
example, characters located at 4×4 and 1 × 1 in leg length (left) vs.
leg length (right) have legs whose lengths are approximately 22%
different from each other. The controller should be able to learn
contrary strategies simultaneously for the characters. The center
of mass of the character at 4 × 4 in upper body thickness vs. lower
body thickness is located near the chest, so it is inherently more
unstable while standing than the base character. When the posture
and velocity of the new character are similar to those of the base
character, the control strategy should be entirely different because
of the large difference in mass distribution. Our method was suc-
cessfully able to control characters with diverse body variations
for all parameterizations. We recommend that readers watch our
supplemental videos to get the best results.

5.2 Realtime Body Condition Change
Because our controller is learned with continuous variation of body
shapes, we can change the shapes on the fly during the simulation.
This is particularly challenging because the controller should be
able to cope with the dynamic system evolving according to body
shape changes. To the best of our knowledge, this has never been
seen before in computer graphics and other related research areas.
Because no articulated rigid body dynamics engines provide the
functionality of changing the dynamic system on the fly, we create a
new character in every control time-step, where we set the state of
the new character (e.g., joint angles, velocities, and contact forces) by
values from the previous character. It should be noted that the end-
effectors (e.g., feet or hands) of the new character could penetrate
the ground plane if the limbs become longer than those of the
previous character, where the LCP contact solver fails to compute
valid contact results. If this happens, we translate the new character
vertically until no penetration is detected.We successfully controlled
characters whose body shapes changed on the fly. The top of Figure 1
illustrates a result with leg length vs. arm length parameterization.
The tall character first gets smaller by half, then its arms elongate,
and it finally returns to the original height. The bottom shows
another result with height vs. body thickness parameterization. The
tall and thick character becomes shorter and thin progressively
while dancing repeatedly.

5.3 Assorted Characters
We tested our algorithm with four additional characters: Bipeds
(lower body) and Quadrupeds walking on the ground and Fishes
and Manta rays swimming under the water. Figure 4 shows the base
characters (the bottom left ones) and their body variations, where
we create the base characters manually and the variations were ran-
domly generated by a body shape parameterization (bд ,b1

l , · · · , b
N
l ),

where bд ∈ R3 is a global variation that changes the entire scale of
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Fig. 3. Interactive Character Creation and Control.

the base character. For example, (1.0, 1.5, 1.0) means that the height
becomes longer in 1.5 times while the depth and width remain the
same. bil ∈ R

3 is a local variation that changes the scale of i-th body
segment, N is the number of body segments of the character. After
we generate new characters, we also solve Equation 1 to make the
state of the characters physically valid. In our experiment, the max-
imum and minimum ranges of bд and bil are (0.5, 1.5) and (0.7, 1.2),
respectively, which means that the size of body segment can vary
from a maximum 1.8 = 1.5×1.2 times to a minimum 0.35 = 0.5×0.7
times. The size ratio between the maximum and the minimum is
5 ≈ 1.8÷ 0.35, which could generate highly asymmetric and diverse
body shapes. We created simple hand-crafted keyframe animations
for reference motions by using sinusoidal functions.
The biped (lower body) is composed of a torso, a hip, and two

legs. The quadruped is composed of a head, a trunk, and four legs.
Total DOFs are 21 and 41, respectively. The legs of both characters
have a similar structure, hip and ankle joints are 3 and 2 DOFs,
respectively, all other joints in-between are 1 DOF. Our swimming
characters were inspired by the models in [Tan et al. 2011a]. The
fish is composed of 6 bodies connected in a row. The manta ray has
two wings, a tail, and a trunk, we used 3, 3, 1 bodies to model each
part, respectively. We used a simplified fluid model using only lift
and drag forces, and we set the fluid density as 997kд/m3 in our
implementation. Lift and drag coefficients represent relationships
between angle-of-attack and corresponding forces, we used similar
values in [Ju et al. 2013; Pan and Manocha 2018; Wu and Popović
2003]. We successfully controlled the base characters and most of
their variations by using only one controller for each group of
characters.

5.4 Interactive Character Creation and Control
Figure 3 represents a user-interface for interactive character creation.
Users design a new character on the right side where they can adjust
the sizes of body segments as they want. If users are satisfied with
a new character, users can simulate and control the character on
the left side. With the help of our controller, they are able to control

Table 4. Ablation Study (Reward Normalization).

Task achievement Fall down %
Biped (lower body) with RN 369.54 20.7

Biped (lower body) without RN 218.86 54.1
Quadruped with RN 427.51 9.3

Quadruped without RN 338.15 11.1

the new character immediately without retraining or additional
parameter tuning. We also support random character generation,
where we sample body shape parameters randomly, and a new
character is created accordingly. Users can repeat this process until
they find an interesting character. A combination of user-interface
based on shape parameterization and our parameterized controllers
enables novice users to create physics-based characters without
prior knowledge on physics-based control.

5.5 Comparison to Other Methods
We compared a controller learned by our method with two other
controllers; one controller was learned without our adaptive sam-
pling algorithm, and the other controller was learned without shape
variation (i.e., the shape of character remains the same during the
learning). For the base character, all three controllers are successfully
able to control the character. For randomly generated characters,
the controller without shape variation only succeeds in controlling
characters almost similar to the base character. The controller with-
out adaptive sampling fails to control most of characters existing
near the extremity of the shape parameter space. On the contrary,
our controller can control most of the characters in a stable manner
(see Figure 5).

5.6 Comparison of Different k Values
Figure 6 depicts the marginal value function V̄ according to different
k (the degree of uniformity) values for the three parameterizations,
viz., leg length vs. arm length, leg length (left) vs. leg length (right), and
steering angle vs. walking speed. This shows how k affects the overall
control capabilities of learned controllers. The results in the first
column (k = 0) are those of controllers learned without adaptive
sampling, whereas results in the other columns (k > 0) are those
of controllers learned with adaptive sampling. In the first row (a),
characters with very short legs have difficulties, whereas arm length
does not have a significant effect. In the second row (b), the more
different the length of the two legs is, the lower control capability
the character has. In the third row (c), we parameterized the target
velocity by its steering angle and walking speed, where the shape of
our character remains the same. The character gets lower rewards
when sharp turning angles are given. For all three parameterizations,
controllers with our adaptive sampling have substantially uniform
control capabilities compared to controllers without our method,
where the higher the value of k is, the more uniform the control
capability is. Please note that our method was able to achieve better
results in not only shape parameterization but also other general
parameterization.
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Fig. 4. Body shape variation for assorted characters, bipeds (lower body), quadrupeds, fishes, and Manta rays.

(a) Leg length vs. Arm length (b) Leg length (left) vs. Leg length (right)

Fig. 5. Comparison to other methods. 1st row (without shape variation), 2nd row (without adaptive sampling), and 3rd row (ours).

Reward Normalization. Table 4 shows how our reward normalization
(RN) affects the controller learning. We compared two performance
measures: the task achievement and fall-down percentage. The task
achievement is an average value of the cumulative task reward
(Equation 6), the fall-down percentage means how many characters
fall down within 30 seconds. The two measures were computed by
300 randomly sampled body shapes for each character. We chose
two characters the biped (lower body) and the quadruped because
their body shapes can change in an extremely diverse manner. Con-
trollers learned with RN consistently show better performances in
the both measures: not only characters controlled by our method
follow a given target velocity well but they also fall far less. This
is more evident in the bipeds because their locomotion is signif-
icantly influenced by body shapes, where the reward imbalance
could critically affect.

6 DISCUSSION
We have presented a DRL-based parameterized controller to control
characters having diverse body shapes. The parametric approach
has several benefits when it is used in interactive applications such
as computer games. Most importantly, a parameterized controller is
both memory-efficient and computation-efficient. Previously, large
motion datasets for multiple characters had to stored for use in
run-time, and their controllers had to be designed and maintained
independently. The parameterized controller allows us to represent
the control policy of various animated characters compactly in
a single network. Learning a single parameterized controller is
computationally more efficient than learning multiple controllers
for individual characters.
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Fig. 6. Control capabilities in accordance with the degree of uniformity k .

Parametric control of the steering direction and walking speed
has previously been demonstrated in physics-based simulation and
control [Liu et al. 2016, 2012; Peng et al. 2017]. As we mentioned
in 4.4 and 5.6, our method can also incorporate them into controllers
in the same way as body shape parameters. We found that learn-
ing a steerable controller for a fixed-body character is substantially
easier than learning a fixed-steering, fixed-speed locomotion con-
troller for a shape-changing character assuming that they have the
same number of parameters to be learned. We do not even need
sophisticated methods, such as adaptive sampling and reward nor-
malization, because the state-of-the-art DRL methods can readily
deal with moderate direction and velocity changes in walking. We
suspect that the influence of body shape variation on the control
policy is inherently greater than the influence of steering and speed
changes.

Our method also has limitations and failure cases. First, the repre-
sentation power of the network-based policy is often insufficient for
learning a full spectrum of body shape variations. We found several
cases where the character in a particular shape is unable to walk
stably with a parameterized controller, but an unparameterized con-
troller dedicated to that shape successfully learns its robust walking.
It is still unclear if the use of a larger, deeper network is an effective
remedy. We suspect that learning a complete coverage of the param-
eter space is a challenging problem that requires more advanced
algorithms. Second, when inherently uncontrollable characters are

included in the parameter space, our algorithm could waste time
unnecessarily in learning policies for them in principle. Gradually
increasing the degree of uniformity k is our current remedy. De-
tecting such characters in advance could substantially increase the
computational efficiency of our algorithm. Finally, although our pa-
rameterized controller can handle body shapes which reside in the
outside of the body parameterization space to some extent, it would
eventually fail if we choose fairly different body shapes from ones
used in the controller learning. However, generalization to unseen
data is not a critical factor as other computer vision problems (e.g.,
recognition and classification). This is because users can design
the body shape parameterization as they want. More specifically,
if users want a new controller that can handle more diverse body
shapes than the current controller, users are easily able to re-design
(expand) the body shape parameterization and use it for the new
learning process. Our algorithm efficiently will be able to generate
a new controller for more diverse body shapes.
In our framework, we assume that the body structure and its

hierarchy are fixed, while the size of each body part can be changed.
Ideally, we wish to be able to change the body structure to have more
or fewer limbs and edit the body structure interactively by attaching
or detaching body parts through user interfaces, as demonstrated in
computer games [Hecker et al. 2008]. The primary reason why we
fixed the body structure is that our deep neural network architec-
ture was not able to handle variable input and output dimensions.
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Recently, graph-structured neural networks that can handle variable
input and output dimensions have been proposed. Wang et al. [2018]
showed its potential to physically simulated characters. It would
also be interesting if we adopt their method to learn the control
policy of each body part separately then combine the part-based
policy networks to control the integrated body to walk, run, and
jump
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